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Markets at a Glance 

Index Prices as of 02/12/2021, Bond Yields as of 02/15/2021 

 

 

 

CURRENT 

PRICE 

ONE MONTH 

CHANGE 

YEAR TO DATE 

CHANGE 

S&P 500 3,934.83 3.52% 4.76% 

Dow Jones Industrial 31,458.40 1.25% 2.78% 

MSCI World Index 2,818.85 3.29% 4.79% 

10-Yr US Treasury Yld 1.2082  11.51%  32.30% 

30-Yr US Treasury Yld 2.0086 9.57% 22.11% 

      Source: FactSet and Bloomberg 
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VALUES AS OF 

02/15/2021 

CURRENT 

PRICE 

ONE MONTH 

CHANGE 

YEAR TO DATE 

CHANGE 

Crude Oil WTI $60.17 14.92% 24.01% 

Crude Oil Brent $63.25 15.53% 22.10% 

Natural Gas $3.01 9.94% 18.51% 

Gold $1,818.16 (spot) -1.26% -4.22% 

Silver $27.60 (spot) 8.84% 4.55% 

Copper $382.80 6.27% 8.78% 

Platinum $1,307.14 (spot) 20.41% 21.92% 

Corn $538.75 1.51% 11.31% 

Wheat $637.50 -5.63% -0.59% 

                                 Source: Bloomberg 

 

The Outlook for Equities 

from Nancy Tengler, Portfolio Manager & Chief Investment Officer 

 
Stimulus as far as the eye can see.  You have heard us say that fiscal and monetary stimulus will 
serve as a support to stock prices until earnings growth accelerates. Below is the fiscal stimulus 
already announced. Of the $3.3 trillion, approximately $1 trillion has not yet been spent.  This, 
with another $1.9 trillion likely on the horizon. When you consider the monetary side of the 
equation, it is important to remember that money supply is growing at 25% and has been growing 
at 20% for the last six months. Additionally, the Fed has increased the assets on the balance sheet 
by 70% and is purchasing $120 billion in Treasuries and mortgage backed securities each month.  
  

 
Source: Strategas – February 12, 2021 

 
Consumer balance sheets are in good shape and consumer free cash flow is at historic highs 
thanks to low interest rates, muted inflation, and low energy costs for now. Savings have hit $3 
trillion, $2 trillion above pre-COVID levels, and personal savings are approximately 13% of 
disposable income. Wow! Professor Jeremy Siegel was recently quoted in The Financial 
Times explaining the effectiveness of fiscal stimulus: “I remember (Milton Friedman) telling me 
that aggressive expansion of the reserve base is a powerful force and would have saved us from 
the Great Depression of the 1930s. But if expansion of reserves actually reaches saving and 
checking accounts of the private sector, such Fed action is many times more powerful.”  
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Global synchronized growth should resurface in 2021:  The January Purchasing Managers’ Index 
(PMI) m Manufacturing survey shows expansion in all major global economies except Mexico 
and Japan (which is just a smidge below an expansionary level).  January showed some 
slowdown from December, but the commentary from purchasing managers indicates robust 
growth in the U.S.  Importantly, new orders are expanding faster than inventories. So much so 
that the next worry will be that low inventories may jam up the supply chain.  A good problem to 
have.  The Services PMI has also remained in expansionary territory since June, despite recent 
shutdowns in various regions across the U.S.  Both support strong real GDP growth (4-5%). 
Additional stimulus could drive GDP growth closer to 7%.  
 

 
 

What takes 60 votes in the Senate?  We have been receiving a number of questions regarding 
what the Senate can accomplish with a 50-50 split and the tie-breaking vote in the vice 
president.  So, let us take a look at what is allowed under reconciliation (a simple majority 
required) and what is allowed under the 60-vote requirement. 
  
Changes to taxes and spending are allowed under reconciliation.  Our friends at Cornerstone 
Macro expect two reconciliation packages this year.  The first is the stimulus bill, which is likely 
to pass as proposed around $1.9 trillion.  A second bill is expected to pass late summer/early fall 
to pursue the Biden agenda, which will include infrastructure and climate change.  This bill was 
supposed to include tax increases (to offset all the spending and “raise taxes on capital to close the 
inequality gap”).  On February 11, according to our friends at Strategas, the Democrats floated no 
tax increases to entice their Republican colleagues to get around reconciliation, which is difficult 
to navigate.  This would add trillions more to the deficit. 
 
Minimum wage.  According to the Senate rules, raising the minimum wage requires passage 
under regular order and is not eligible to pass under reconciliation, but the House has suggested 
they will add the minimum wage increase to the stimulus bill.  Stay tuned. Oil.  President Biden 
can take a great deal of regulatory action via executive order.  However, new regulations on energy 
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production requires 60 votes.  For now, it seems the carbon tax is off the table.  Tech.  Most policy 
changes will be regulatory in nature (not budgetary), so they will require 60 votes.   Health 
Care.  We will likely see boosts to the subsidies under ACA and expansion of Medicare and how 
drugs are reimbursed all achieved under reconciliation.  Negotiation of drug prices can’t be 
accomplished under reconciliation, but there are ways to cut prices under reconciliation. Stay 
tuned. 
 
Bonds & Fixed Income 

from Jason Weaver, CFA, Head Trader & Portfolio Manager 

 

February consumer confidence numbers are in the picture – slipping along with the weak labor 

numbers out on Feb 5.   It seems markets have been shrugging these reports off and instead are 

looking to the future.  Again, all eyes are on the vaccine/virus, and a breakout of that range will 

hinge on how that unfolds.  Many seem to hold on to the widespread belief that we could be at 

herd immunity by around midyear.  Let’s see how that unfolds.   

 

In the meantime, interest rates continue to rise as evidenced by the 10Y treasury, now touching 

120bp.  With most expectations being for 150bps by year end, we wonder if this could not drive 

some upside volatility given the expected high CPI/PCE prints expected in March/April 

(Consumer Price Index and Personal Consumption Expenditures price index, an inflation gauge). 

Due to a weak year over year comparison, March-April 2020 showed considerable deflationary 

pressure.  In fact, one thing that has broken out of the recent range is 1 year ahead inflation 

expectations (chart of TIPS breakeven rates below).  It is now the highest we have seen in about 7 

years.  The Fed is ever sensitive to an un-mooring of expectations.  Certainly, we would not define 

this move as that actually happening, but this rise will certainly get noticed by the Fed. 

 

US Inflation Expectations - Implied by TIPS Yields: 
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Global Equity 

from Arthur B. Laffer, Jr., Portfolio Manager 

United Kingdom 

Read My Lips – No New Taxes (Yet) 

UK Chancellor Rishi Sunak will stick with the Conservatives’ “triple tax lock”, which keeps him 
from raising the income tax, national insurance tax, or value added tax for the March budget 
proposal of the Prime Minister Boris Johnson administration. Treasury officials had hoped Mr. 
Sunak would ditch the Tories’ 2019 election manifesto commitment, which stops him from using 
the three biggest tax levers to start curbing a deficit that is expected to top £400bn in 2020-21 due 
to the coronavirus crisis. Instead, Mr. Sunak has agreed with Boris Johnson that the triple tax lock 
pledge must be maintained but could leave him to seek increases in other taxes, including the 
corporate tax and possibly capital gains tax.  

Mr. Sunak showed he was willing to ditch Conservative manifesto commitments in last 
November’s spending review, when he abandoned a Tory pledge to devote 0.7% of GDP to 
overseas aid and dropped the party’s promise to lower the burden of public debt. Given that the 
income tax, national insurance and VAT accounted for 64% of all Federal tax revenues in 2019-
20, Mr. Sunak will have to look at large increases in taxes that raise smaller amounts if he wants 
to raise revenues to balance public spending. That, or make large cuts to spending, which would 
be wildly unpopular considering the pandemic lockdowns hurting the UK economy.  

Mr. Sunak is expected to announce only limited tax increases in his March 3 Budget, because he 
wants the economy to emerge from its virus-induced emergency first, but bigger ones could follow 
as a result. The corporate tax rate is currently 19% and could be increased to 24% and still remain 
competitive with France and Germany. Mr. Sunak’s interest in future tax increases is a warning to 
some Tory MPs to rein in their demands for higher spending. He has told colleagues in private 
meetings that extra spending will have to be paid for. In a sign of Mr. Sunak’s pursuit of fiscal 
discipline, Conservative chief whip Mark Spencer last week told Tory MPs that there would be 
serious consequences if they opposed any measures contained in the Budget. 

Brazil 

An Independent Central Bank 

Lawmakers in Brazil have voted to grant autonomy to the central bank in a move aimed at 
improving the country’s reputation among international investors by removing the risk of political 
interference in monetary policy. The legislation was approved by federal deputies in the lower 
house of Congress on Wednesday, after an almost year-long delay following the coronavirus crisis 
and local elections. 
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Under the law, the bank’s chief will still be nominated by the executive and subject to Senate 
confirmation, but they will be legally protected from being fired by the government over 
disagreements on monetary policy. As a member of a collegiate board of eight directors, the head 
of the bank will be entitled to a four-year term that can be renewed once, though the mandate will 
expire halfway through the presidential term. 

The change will give a freer reign to the central bank’s current president, US-educated Roberto 
Campos Neto, who took the job in 2019. On the former trader’s watch, the bank has slashed the 
benchmark Selic interest rate to a historic low of 2%, significant in a country with a legacy of high 
inflation. 

The legislation provides a boost to President Jair Bolsonaro’s economic reform agenda, which has 
largely floundered since the passage of an important pensions savings bill in 2019. Under Paulo 
Guedes, the finance minister, the Bolsonaro administration has attempted to push through 
sweeping structural reforms to liberalize Latin America’s largest economy, which has struggled 
since a deep recession five years ago. The government’s plans received a shot in the arm this month 
when two political allies claimed the top positions in both houses of Congress. 

The bill will now go to the president for approval, but with a narrow window before campaigning 
for presidential polls begins next year, the government’s other legislative priorities are likely to be 
more complex and contested. These include privatization of state-owned enterprises and reform 
of the country’s labyrinthine tax system. 

Germany 

The Bundesbank is Watching Inflation Like a Hawk 

The head of Germany’s central bank has forecast that inflation in the country will surge to more 
than 3% this year and warned that monetary policy will need to be tightened “if the price outlook 
requires it”. 

Jens Weidmann, president of the Bundesbank, said that while monetary policy was being kept 
“very expansionary” to tackle the fallout from the pandemic, “when inflation rates rise in the euro 
area, we will again discuss the fundamental direction of monetary policy”. In a recent interview 
with Augsburger Allgemeine, the Bundesbank head also supported calls for Germany to return to 
its strict curbs on budget deficits next year and warned that once the pandemic ended, countries 
would need to cut their inflated debt piles. 

Mr. Weidmann is one of the most conservative “hawks” on the European Central Bank’s governing 
council. His latest comments provide an early sign that the hawks among ECB policymakers are 
focusing on the need to tighten monetary policy once the pandemic ends, after months of being 
mostly supportive of its ultra-loose policies to tackle the crisis. 
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Conservative commentators in Germany have long feared excessive inflation and worry that the 
ECB’s loose monetary policy could cause the economy to overheat. German inflation rose faster 
than the rest of the eurozone in January, climbing from -0.7% in December to +1.6. The big 
increase, after five months in negative territory, was fueled by a combination of one-off factors, 
including a reversal of the temporary cut in German value added tax, a new carbon tax and a 
reweighting of the basket of goods used to calculate inflation. 

China & Commodity Inflation 

The Supply and Demand Shocks Keep Coming - Prices surge to near eight-year high as demand 
from Beijing fuels grain market rally. 

China bought a record 11.3 million tons of corn last year, of which more than a third came from 
the US. In late January, the US Department of Agriculture announced that China had bought 
another 2.1 million tons, the largest single sale to the country in history and the second largest on 
record. In response, global corn prices have raced above $5 a bushel, a near eight-year high. 

Huge demand from the world’s second largest economy has driven a big rally in grain prices in 
recent months. China has always been reliant on overseas markets for soyabeans to feed its animal 
herds, but the ramping up of imports of corn, where the country has previously aimed for self-
sufficiency, has surprised analysts and traders. “This is a watershed moment for grain markets 
where new, unforeseen demand of that size was not expected,” said Kevin McNew, chief economist 
at Farmers Business Network, an online platform for US farmers. He added that at these prices,  
“farmers will see some of the best profitability they have had in the last eight years”. 

With China set to become the world's largest corn buyer this year, as well as being the top soyabean 
importer, the big question for the sector is whether the country will stay ahead of other leading 
corn buyers such as Japan and South Korea. 

China’s big purchases of corn come as the country rebuilds its hog herd after a devastating wave 
of African swine fever a few years ago hit its pig population. Adding to that, the domestic corn 
industry is now reflecting a decline in plantings several years ago when Beijing halted its corn 
stockpiling program and minimum purchase prices. These were initially put in place to encourage 
self-sufficiency but led to state inventories ballooning. 

 

Convertible Securities 

from Stan Rogers, Portfolio Manager 

News/Earnings: 

On Semiconductor (ON) posted earnings and revenue that were above consensus for Q4. The 
company also guided the revenue forecast higher for Q1. Improved gross margins, strength in the 
recovery of automobile production, and tight industry supply. ON’s exposure to cyclical end 
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markets like autos and industrial, along with low-end portfolio pruning and moving to a fab lite 
model should enable the company to continue to outperform. 

Lumentum (LITE) Q2 earnings were above estimates, but revenue was just slightly below 
expectations. The company guided Q3 earnings to a level above the existing midpoint, with 
revenue essentially in line with current projections. The report was negatively received. The 
culprits for the shortfall were a slowdown in 3D sensing and the benefits from the recently 
announced acquisition of Coherent possibly taking a while longer to realize. However, the long-
term story is intact. 

Boston Scientific (BSX) released Q4 earnings and sales numbers that were below consensus 
estimates and lowered guidance for Q1. MedSurg sales were above estimates, cardiovascular sales 
were in line, and rhythm and neuro sales disappointed. 

CSG Systems (CSGS) had an outstanding Q4, in which earnings and revenue were above 
estimates. Also, the company raised guidance for 2021. The company expanded their relationships 
in the cable industry by winning two new contracts and an additional one in the wireless sector. 
CSGS’s portfolio of cloud, on-premise, and pre-integrated solutions have the company well-
positioned as more companies move to digital solutions for customer interactions. 

Becton Dickinson (BDX) released Q1 earnings and revenue that were above consensus estimates. 
The earnings beat was attributed to execution in COVID diagnostics, favorable product mix, and 
lower investment spending in research and development. Additionally, the company boosted their 
2021 EPS range and revenue growth forecast. 

Synaptics (SYNA) reported a better-than-expected Q2 on both earnings and revenue, and the 
guidance for Q3 was raised. Management’s goal of transitioning from low-margin volatile mobile 
exposure to higher-growth and margin internet-of-things (IoT) is paying off. Mobile revenue is 
now around 25%, while the faster growing, higher margin IoT is above 50%. 

Fortive (FTV) Q4 revenue and earnings beat consensus, and the company raised guidance for Q1 
and FY21 to slightly above the existing midpoint. The company benefited from a simpler portfolio 
(after the Vontier spin-off last year) with higher margins and strong free cash flow. 

Affiliated Managers Group (AMG) announced that earnings, revenue, and assets under 
management (AUM) were all above consensus estimates. Many affiliates had strong and 
improving performance, and management is optimistic on 2021, with investment tailwinds in 
client flows, wealth management, and specialty fixed income highlighted as growth drivers. 

KKR and Co. (KKR) beat estimates for both earnings and revenue. Assets under management also 
surprised to the upside. The company guided fee-related earnings by 2022 above $2.00, which 
was above expectations. With the Global Atlantic acquisition now complete, the company has 
multiple levers in place for continued strong performance. 
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II-VI (IIVI), or 2-6, had a very strong Q2 as earnings and revenue were above estimates, and the 
company raised guidance for Q3. The Finisar acquisition has had successful integration, with 
synergies running ahead of plan. Management indicated that all target markets were 
strengthening. 

Akamai Technologies (AKAM) reported Q4 earnings and revenue that were ahead of expectations. 
Results were buoyed by the work-from-home, internet retail, and new game console releases, 
which drove increased internet content delivery. However, growth for 2021 is expected to decline 
from the elevated 2020 levels. The company announced a reorganization of its business around 
two business groups: security technology and edge technology. The stock was weak following the 
results, but the company’s upcoming analyst day could be a catalyst for the stock as the company 
provides more details on the reorganization and efforts to re-accelerate growth. 

Ares Capital (ARCC) posted an excellent quarter. Earnings, revenue, and net interest income were 
all above consensus estimates. While there were $170 million in realized losses within the 
portfolio, this was more than offset by unrealized appreciation on investments. All in, it was a good 
report, with strong top-line results and in-line expenses. 

Bunge (BG), benefiting from strong grain exports in North America, released Q4 results that 
surpassed analysts’ estimates. Corn and soybean exports were strong, as were soybean processing 
margins. A rise in global sugar prices also aided its Brazilian joint venture with BP. Management 
expressed optimism for 2021, noting strong and growing demand coupled with tight supplies. 

Assurant (AIZ) released Q4 earnings that were below estimates, while revenue was slightly above. 
Global Housing suffered from higher reportable catastrophes from hurricanes, and the company 
is considering a sale of its Global Preneed division to focus on the Connected World business 
(devices, cars, and homes). 

Voya Financial (VOYA) had mixed results for Q4. Earnings fell short of expectations while 
reported revenue eclipsed street estimates. While investment performance was good during the 
quarter, it was offset by negative flows in the asset management and retirement platforms. 

International Flavors and Fragrances (IFF) had a very eventful couple of weeks. The merger with 
Dupont’s Nutrition and Bioscience’s division was completed, and the complexity of the Reverse 
Morris Trust transaction and subsequent tender offer was finalized, which relieved some pressure 
on IFF stock. Also, it was later announced that Sachem Head Capital Management has amassed a 
$1 billion stake in IFF, which drove the stock higher. Finally, the company released Q4 earnings 
and sales numbers that were above consensus. Management’s forecast for 2021 pro-forma was 
also higher than existing projections. Now that the combination with N&B is complete, some 
analysts are becoming more positive on the story going forward. 

Illumina (ILMN) ended a difficult year on a positive note, with the company reporting Q4 earnings 
and sales that were above estimates. Management was optimistic on Q1 and maintaining their 
2021 outlook. Clinical sequencing grew above pre-pandemic levels and research is improving. 
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COVID sequencing has the potential to grow meaningfully with new variants spreading and the 
Biden administration’s plan to include $1.7 billion to improve sequencing infrastructure. One 
potential headwind is the pending acquisition of Grail (liquid biopsy testing) and the commitment 
it will take to commercialize this effort. 

Dominion Energy (D) earnings and revenue were both above estimates for Q4. The company 
guided 2021 earnings to just below the midpoint of existing estimates with Q1 above current 
projections. With last year’s exit from natural gas pipeline business, the company is now a much 
more regulated utility and has an attractive ESG profile, both positive attributes. 

Transactions: 

None for this period. 

SEI News/Earnings: 

Nustar Energy (NS) reported Q4 revenue that was above expectations and adjusted EBITDA that 
was above previous guidance. 2021 is projected to be in line with 2020 results. Management 
indicated on the call that demand across refined product systems has almost returned to pre-
pandemic levels. 

Energizer Holdings (ENR) reported better than expected sales and earnings for Q1 and raised 
their outlook for 2021. The company benefitted from elevated demand and moderating cost 
pressures associated with COVID. Auto care products and battery demand remain strong. 

Wesco International (WCC) results showed sales slightly above estimates, but earnings 
disappointed for Q4. Part of the headline miss was due to tax and share count, but the number was 
disappointing compared to the expectations. The company’s conservative 2021 outlook was a little 
below current levels, with a higher tax rate part of the culprit along with an uncertain economic 
recovery. 

Digital Realty Trust (DLR) reported a Q4 beat on both earnings and revenues. Guide was in line 
with consensus. Strength in leasing from EMEA and Asia-Pacific was highlighted as providing 
sizeable contributions to the quarterly results. 
 

Equity Hedging 

from David Jeffress, Portfolio Manager 

After a slow start to the year, the S&P 500 has resumed its upward march and most recently closed 
at 3,934.83. As we have previously brought to your attention, the VIX continues to tell us a 
different story, and has already had a volatile 2021. After beginning the year at 22.75, the VIX 
briefly hit 37 towards the end of January, before crashing below 20 by mid-February. This 
volatility continues to make put options on the SPX, by way of the SPY ETF, priced for a potential 
correction. 
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While the options we traditionally buy are slowly becoming cheaper, they remain significantly 
more expensive than they were when we began our options strategy. For example, when we began 
accumulating options in early 2020, we were able to buy put options on the SPY with a $220 strike 
price for roughly $2.00 per contract. Currently, those same contracts would cost us $26.00, despite 
the market appreciating significantly. 

We have one more purchase to make for Q1 2021 to be fully hedged for the quarter, and we 
continue to diligently hunt for new opportunities. 

 
Portfolio Companies’ Earnings Releases for This Period 
United Parcel Service, Inc. (UPS) 
Amazon.com, Inc. (AMZN) 
Chipotle Mexican Grill, Inc. (CMG) 
Alphabet Inc. (GOOGL) 
Amgen Inc. (AMGN) 
AbbVie, Inc. (ABBV) 
Illinois Tool Works Inc. (ITW) 
Cisco Systems, Inc. (CSCO) 
Coca-Cola Company (KO) 
Equinix, Inc. (EQIX) 
Walt Disney Company (DIS) 
 
 
Nancy Tengler’s Recent USA Today Articles   
Joining a Reddit Revolution is Not an Investment Plan (Jan 28) 
As You Reshuffle Your 401(k) for the Biden Administration, Look Across the Pond (Jan 24) 
After the Dow Jones Industry Average Hit 30K, What’s Next? (Dec 6) 
 
 
Nancy Tengler’s Recent Media Appearances 
Lesser-Known Ways to Play the Surge in Auto Stocks (CNBC, Feb 9) 
Consumer Spending Expected to Grow in 2021 (CNBC, Feb 9) 
Podcast: Smart Investment Strategies for the Year Ahead (Barron’s Live, Feb 8) 
Consumers Are In ‘Excellent Shape’ as Stocks Hit Record Highs (Yahoo! Finance, Feb 8) 
The Breadth of Market Run is Impressive (CNBC, Feb 5)  
Bloomberg Markets: The Close (Bloomberg, Feb 3) 
Stocks Close Sharply Lower Ahead of Big Earnings (Cheddar, Jan 27) 
Trendsetter to Know: Nancy Tengler (Trendsetters AZ Foothills, Jan 26) 
Semiconductors Are Due for a Pullback (CNBC, Jan 14) 
As GameStop Surges, Market Analysts Name Other Stocks (CNBC, Jan 14)  
Trader’s On the Disconnect Between Washington & Wall Street (CNBC, Jan 7) 

 
 

https://laffertengler.com/nancy-tengler-special-to-usa-today-joining-a-reddit-revolution-is-not-an-investment-plan/
https://laffertengler.com/nancy-tengler-special-to-usa-today-as-you-reshuffle-your-401k-for-the-biden-administration-look-across-the-pond/
https://laffertengler.com/dow-jones-industrial-average-hit-30k-laffer-tengler-investments/
https://laffertengler.com/lesser-known-ways-to-play-the-surge-in-auto-stocks/
https://laffertengler.com/consumer-spending-expected-to-grow-in-2021/
https://laffertengler.com/podcast-smart-investment-strategies-for-the-year-ahead/
https://laffertengler.com/consumers-are-in-excellent-shape-as-stocks-hit-record-highs/
https://laffertengler.com/the-breadth-of-market-run-is-impressive/
https://laffertengler.com/bloomberg-markets-the-close-2/
https://laffertengler.com/stocks-close-sharply-lower-ahead-of-big-earnings/
https://laffertengler.com/trendsetter-to-know-nancy-tengler/
https://laffertengler.com/semiconductors-are-due-for-a-pullback/
https://laffertengler.com/as-gamestop-surges-market-analysts-name-the-other-stocks-that-could-see-short-squeezes/
https://laffertengler.com/traders-on-the-disconnect-between-washington-and-wall-street/
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Broadcom Inc. (AVGO) 
FedEx (FDX) 
International Flavors & 
Fragrances, Inc. (IFF) 
Palo Alto Networks (PANW) 
Morgan Stanley (MS) 
Boeing (BA) 
Goldman Sachs (GS) 
Visa (V) 
AbbVie (ABBV) 
Tiffany & Co. (TIF) 
Walt Disney Company (DIS) 
International Paper Comp. (IP) 
Salesforce.com (CRM) 
Micron (MU) 
Pfizer (PFE) 
AT&T (T) 
Boston Scientific Corp. (BSX) 
Western Digital Corp. (WDC) 
Fortive Corp. (FTV) 
Pinnacle West Capital (PNW) 
Danaher Corporation (DHR) 
Southwest Airlines Co. (LUV) 
QUALCOMM Incorporated 
(QCOM) Dominion Energy (D) 
Booking.com (BKNG) 
Hannon Armstrong Sustainable 
Infrastructure Capital, Inc. 
(HASI)  
Becton, Dickinson & Co. (BDX) 
American Tower Corp. (AMT)  
Illinois Tool Works (ITW) 
Square, Inc. Class A (SQ)  
Ecolab Inc. (ECL) 
Snap-on Incorporated (SNA) 
Prudential Financial (PRU) 
ServiceNow, Inc. (NOW) 
Facebook, Inc. (FB) 
Home Depot, Inc. (HD) 
Apple Computer, Inc. (AAPL) 
Walmart Inc. (WMT) 
Starbucks Corporation (SBUX) 
Microsoft Corp. (MSFT) 
Johnson & Johnson (JNJ) 

Cisco Systems, Inc. (CSCO) 
Amgen Inc. (AMGN) 
JPMorgan Chase & Co. (JPM) 
Texas Instruments Inc. (TXN) 
United Parcel Service (UPS) 
McDonald’s Corp. (MCD) 
PepsiCo, Inc. (PEP) 
Medtronic Plc (MDT) 
Dominion Energy (D) 
PNC Financial Services (PNC) 
BlackRock, Inc. (BLK) 
Roku, Inc. (ROKU) 
Chevron Corporation (CVX) 
Lam Research Corp. (LCRX) 
II-VI Incorporated (IIVI) 
3M Company (MMM) 
Roku, Inc. (ROKU) 
Coca-Cola Company (KO) 
Comcast Corp. (CMCSA) 
D.R. Horton, Inc. (DHI) 
Fastenal Company (FAST) 
Intel Corporation (INTC) 
Procter & Gamble Comp. (PG) 
T. Rowe Price Group (TROW) 
Raytheon Technologies (RTX) 
Chipotle Mexican Grill (CMG) 
Target Corporation (TGT) 
Alphabet Inc/(GOOGL) 
American Express Co. (AXP) 
Honeywell Intl. (HON) 
Lowe’s Companies, Inc. (LOW) 
Splunk Inc. (SPLK) 
Ulta Beauty Inc. (ULTA) 
Amazon.com Inc. (AMZN) 
Emerson Electric Co. (EMR) 
BCE Inc. (BCE) 
Tyson Foods (TSN) 
Magellan Mid. Ptnrs. (MMP) 
Lululemon Athletic (LULU) 
CVS Healthcare Corp. (CVS) 
Taiwan Semi. Manuf (TSM) 
Truist Financial Corp. (TFC) 
Lockheed Martin Corp. (LMT) 
BHP Group (ADR) (BHP) 

Completed Analysis Items for Portfolio Companies 
*To request a company analysis, please email info@laffertengler.com  
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Completed Analysis Items for Portfolio Companies (Continued)

Lumentum Holdings (LITE) 
NVR, Inc. (NVR) 
Twitter, Inc. (TWTR) 
Freeport-McMoRan (FCX) 
Dominion Energy, Inc. (D) 
Trimble Inc. (TRMB) 

Littelfuse, Inc. (LFUS) 
Jacobs Engineering Group (J) 
Air Prod. and Chemicals (APD) 
Steel Dynamics Inc. (STLD) 
BorgWarner, Inc. (BWA) 
Lear Corporation (LEA) 

 

Strategy Change Notes  

Changes to Equity Growth 
 

TICKER NAME STRATEGIC 

CHANGE 

TACTICAL  

CHANGE 

REASON 

 AMZN Amazon.com, Inc. 2.00% - 3.00%  2.00% - 3.00% Buy up to 3.00%; adding to 

this position and increasing 

guidelines. 

BLK BlackRock, Inc. 3.00% - 2.00% 3.00% - 2.00% Sell down to 2.00%; reducing 

guidelines. 

CMG Chipotle Mexican 

Grill, Inc. 

3.00% - 4.00% 3.00% - 4.00% Buy up to 4.00%; adding to 

this position and increasing 

guidelines. 

LOW Lowe’s 

Companies, Inc. 

3.50% - 2.50% 3.50% - 2.50% Sell down to 2.60%; reducing 

guidelines. 

PEP PepsiCo, Inc. 2.00% - 0.00% 2.00% - 0.00% Sell down to 0.00%; 

eliminating this position. 

TSM Taiwan 

Semiconductor 

Manufacturing 

Co., Ltd. ADR 

No Change No Change Buy up to 2.00%; adding to 

this position. 

COST Costco 

Wholesale Corp. 

0.00% - 2.00% 0.00% - 2.00% Buy up to 1.00%; initiating a 

new position. 

 
 
 

Changes to Equity Income 
 

No Updates for this Period 
 

 
Changes to Concentrated Equity 

 
No Updates for this Period 
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THE LAFFER TENGLER INVESTMENTS DISCIPLINE 

Discipline is key to sustainable long-term total returns: 

• At Laffer Tengler Investments we use two, time-proven stock valuation metrics (both pioneered 

by our team) that are consistent and robust indicators of value:  Relative Dividend Yield (RDY) and 

Relative-Price-to-Sales Ratio (RPSR). 

  

• Why not use earnings like almost everyone else?  Because earnings are often an unreliable 

indicator of value. In May of 2016, I published the following:   

 

Earnings reported by corporations have always been subject to the vagaries of accounting 

gimmickry.  You don’t have to be a novice to scratch your head at the way managements (or 

governments for that matter!) account for various items.   
 

A recent case in point:  The Wall Street Journal (Thursday, February 25, 2016) reported that 

according to FactSet, pro forma earnings for S&P 500 companies rose 0.4% in 2015.  Using 

generally accepted accounting principles or GAAP, earnings per share actually fell 12.7% in 2015 

(this according to S&P Dow Jones Indices).  The author’s point is that according to GAAP earnings, 

investors are paying a great deal more for stocks than they think.  The price-to-earnings ratio (P/E) 

on pro forma earnings (which is the most commonly accepted method) is 17x 2015 earnings.  But 

when GAAP earnings are considered, the P/E jumps to more than 21x.   

 

It is important to remember that the P/E ratio for any given stock is only as good as the price 

input (a fact) and the reported earnings input (apparently not a fact at all). 

   

• RDY measures the yield of a 

particular stock compared to the yield 

on the S&P 500 and does so over long 

periods of time.  Since a stock’s relative 

yield and relative price are inverse, we 

can generally conclude that as a stock’s 

yield is rising, its price is declining—

similar to a bond.  Consequently, a 

rising RDY provides an opportunity for 

investors to at least consider an 

underperforming, cheaply valued stock 

for purchase.  
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• Company managements and boards of directors pay the dividend out of free cash flow, not 

earnings.  In maturing U.S. companies these seasoned professionals often operate within a 

“dividend paying culture” and set the dividend as a portion of long-term, sustainable real earnings 

power because management teams are loathed to cut dividends. 

• The relative nature of the RDY metric is also important because it measures the relative 

attractiveness of a stock compared to its own history and compared to the S&P 500. (In 1992, I co-

authored Relative Dividend Yield, Common Stock Investing for Income and Appreciation with Tony 

Spare) 

 

• RPSR: In fallen-angel growth 

companies where the dividend is less of 

a factor in management’s calculus, we 

look at sales—a fact.  Rarely are sales 

manipulated and when they are 

someone usually goes to jail.  The price-

to-sales ratio measures how much 

investors are paying for a unit of sales, 

the relative price-to-sales ratio reveals 

what investors have historically paid for 

a particular company’s sales compared to what they are paying for the sales of all the companies in 

the S&P 500.  In 2003, I authored New Era Value Investing, John Wiley & Sons where I outline the 

benefits of RPSR in stock selection. 

• Discipline, in summary, is the only way to navigate volatile markets. We remain disciplined 

and over time that consistency generates excess return.  

 

Fundamental Research reduces the ownership of terminally cheap companies:  

Meet the 12 Fundamental Factors. 

Our proprietary research approach analyzes fundamental qualitative and quantitative factors. 
 

• Qualitative Factors:  Catalyst for Outperformance, Franchise Value & Market Growth, Top 

Management/Board of Directors. 
• Quantitative Factors:   Sales Growth, Operating Margins, Relative P/E, Positive Free Cash 

Flow, Dividend Coverage/Growth, Asset Turnover Ratio, Use of Cash (buyback, debt, div.), 

Leverage, Financial Risk. 
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General Disclosures  

Advisory services offered through Laffer Tengler Investments, Inc. Information and commentary provided by Laffer 
Tengler Investments, Inc. (“Laffer Tengler”) are opinions and should not be construed as facts. The market 
commentary is for informational purposes only and should not be deemed as a solicitation to invest or increase 
investments in Laffer Tengler products or the products of Laffer Tengler affiliates. The information contained herein 
constitutes general information and is not directed to, designed for, or individually tailored to, any particular investor 
or potential investor. This report is not intended to be a client-specific suitability analysis or recommendation, an offer 
to participate in any investment, or a recommendation to buy, hold or sell securities. Do not use this report as the sole 
basis for investment decisions. Do not select an asset class or investment product based on performance alone. 
Consider all relevant information, including your existing portfolio, investment objectives, risk tolerance, liquidity 
needs and investment time horizon. There can be no guarantee that any of the described objectives can be achieved. 
Laffer Tengler Investments, Inc. does not undertake to advise you of any change in its opinions or the information 
contained in this report. Past performance is not a guarantee of future results. Information provided from third parties 
was obtained from sources believed to be reliable, but no reservation or warranty is made as to its accuracy or 
completeness. 
  
Different types of investments involve varying degrees of risk, and there can be no assurance that any specific 
investment will be profitable. The price of any investment may rise or fall due to changes in the broad markets or 
changes in a company’s financial condition and may do so unpredictably. Laffer Tengler Investments, Inc. does not 
make any representation that any strategy will or is likely to achieve returns similar to those shown in any performance 
results that may be illustrated in this presentation. 
 
There is no assurance that a portfolio will achieve its investment objective. 
  
Definitions and Indices 
 
The S&P 500 Index is a stock market index based on the market capitalization of 500 leading companies publicly 
traded in the U.S. stock market, as determined by Standard & Poor’s. 
 
Unless otherwise noted, index returns reflect the reinvestment of income dividends and capital gains, if any, but do 
not reflect fees, brokerage commissions, or other expenses of investing. Investors cannot make direct investments 
into any index. 
  
Laffer Tengler Investments, Inc. is a Registered Investment Advisor. Registration with the SEC or a state securities 
authority does not imply a certain level of skill or training. Laffer Tengler’s advisory fee and risks are fully detailed in 
Part 2 of its Form ADV, available on request. 
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